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There are around 3,712 ways for a guy to look stupid during pregnancy - this book's here to assist you avoid all(most) of
them. She understands that.She's pregnant. And here's your first hint: Concentrate on what you could be doing for her
rather than what's taking place to her. You know that. And her 152 baby books tell her exactly what she can anticipate.
Your job is to learn what you can do between the stick turning blue and the drive to the delivery space to make the next
nine a few months go as easily as possible. All the while he remained positive and responsive - there with a "You're
beautiful" when required - but assertive through the decision-making procedure (he didn't want to find yourself with a
youngster named Percy). Like worthwhile coach, he's been through it. He's handled the morning hours sickness and
doctor visits, painting the baby's nursery and packing the over night bag, choosing a name, medical center, and the
color of the car-chair cover. That's where John Pfeiffer measures in.She may be having the baby, but you have a lot of
responsibilities. And now it's your turn.
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I *HATED* This Book This book is awful. Seriously, save the money. This book says I will have to look after my child’s
mother (or, as the book telephone calls her, a “BMP” - a baby producing partner). If they are childless, the guidance will
be on-par with this publication. If they have a kid, you then actually might turn out ahead. In any event, at least you will
be drunk. In the event that you accidentally knocked a woman up at a university party, give this a examine. Worst of
most, it imparts little-to-no useful details.Unsatisfied, I looked around for another book, and discovered "The Expectant
Father: Facts, Tips, and Tips for Dads-to-End up being." I'm about 1/3 of the way in, but I've currently learned more than
I did so from the entirety of the "Dude!" book. Probably the most sexist book I've read (and those things usually don't
bother me) While this reserve does contain some good tidbits about pregnancy, what things to expect, and possible
solutions to problems, the info is lost in the massive generalization the author presents about men.Study from my
pain.Do not buy this publication. So no, I really do not recommend this. It's an immature reserve with hardly any actual
tips and tons of frat boy humor.This book makes every stupid cliche joke you can think about. Would definitely
recommend this book! Sexist and terrible This book is indeed condescending and misogynistic. I regret buying it. I gave
it to my husband and within a couple chapters he was reading me excerpts in disbelief. Filled with inspiring quotes such
as "Make it clear to your BMP (Baby Making Partner) that you still anticipate a sizzling meal and foot rub upon your
arrival house from work." and "up to 15% of men suffer from postpartum depression, and that is only the number of
wimps who are actually ready to admit it." I scoured the context for indicators this was a joke -- it really didn't seem
that way. Sorry for being a buzzkill, but even if it's meant as a tale, I really don't discover jokes about something similar
to PPD very funny, particularly when they mock the folks who are brave more than enough to operate and seek help for
themselves. I'm sure there are numerous better options. I believe that men who've respect for their "Baby Producing
Partner" and for themselves as a parent-to-be would rather read something with more useful information and much less
condescension packaged as fratty humor. He was hoping for more information and less poor jokes and comparisons. The
humor is certainly light and usually needed at that time anyone would be reading this book. It says some issues will soon
be more difficult. You'll likely have more severe reads as you make the right path thru the pregnancy, so this is a good
place to begin. It helped us possess the right attitude though the whole process. I've shared my copy with several
friends and they thought the same thing. Great Great Fun read Great condition. There aren't as much books out there
for expecting dads as there are the moms. I ordered this one for my hubby as I was reading a lot while pregnant and
wanted him to have something to pick up and read as well if he felt inclined. He enjoyed the news and the book in an
effort to announce. He said it was cheesy and produced many silly references to sports activities throughout. Don't get
butthurt by the jokes - it's made to lighten an otherwise tense time for some guys Recommend this book for first-time
dad's. Not only does this book dabble in the normal sense ladled out daily in middle colleges across the globe, it does so
in a frat-boy design that sacrifices the need for its topic because of its patronizing delivery. Today, I usually do not get
all huffy about these things but after reading the whole book, to be honest I was still left feeling insulted. Dude-bro
writing This book is indeed BAD. Occasionally you will discover little helpful details if your a first time father but
normally you're basically reading poor jokes that sound like they are coming from an adult who is trying too hard to
relate with a frat man.If you would like something actually informative but still clever, go buy PREPARE YOURSELF. This
reserve is a waste.I'd read elements of the book aloud to my partner just because these were so outrageous and she
couldn't believe I could keep reading. The publication ranges from immature potty humor to toned out sexist remarks.
Everything is usually framed as though all males are morons. I got half method through this book just before I gave up
the search for useful understanding by this writer. In the event that you and your wife speak to each other and view one
another as equals, or if you've ever fulfilled a pregnant female at a bus stop, you understand a lot more than this writer
is providing you credit for. This might impress a teenager, but in the event that you as an adult understand this big of a
kick out of fart, breasts, and sex jokes, I'd encourage you to reevaluate your priorities. As others have got said, this book
is similar to a frat boy writing a post for 200 pages. That generalization becoming that people all are a couple of lumber
oafs that never stopped calling one another bro while having well known place to go out be Hooters (seriously, the writer
jokingly mentions taking your boy to Hooters as a way to bond but never in fact says its a tale nor suggests any genuine
way to bond together with your son). My hubby just didn't like the reserve. His opinions was that there is good amount



advice, but he experienced it was intended for men who are less delicate and involved than he is. The writer encourages
BMPs (baby producing partners) to be engaged in all aspects of pregnancy, especially naming. This book is abysmal. Fun
and worthwhile go through! This book came with some good tips, helpful stats, and charm to keep you reading. But also
for expectant fathers who would like to actually be able to help during the being pregnant and beyond, I'm sure there
are numerous better options. Essential gift for every expectant Dad! This is gifted to my hubby, and it had been a
godsend for both of us! He now presents it to every expecatant Dad. Question for the writer: when is certainly “Dude, you
Certainly are a Dad” coming out? Dumb Book is stupid Awful book for anyone serious about parenting. In case you are
considering buying this reserve for yourself or as a gift, please read all of the 1 and 2 star testimonials and then do not
purchase it. I received this reserve as something special. It says my life will change some. I QUICKLY read it. Beware,
apparently he makes a fair argument for Risk as a middle name because my hubby has referred to my bump as "risk"
ever since reading the publication. The alternate title could possibly be "Beavis and Butthead Write a Parenting
Publication". The joke on most of us is usually this author is making money off this publication while providing nothing
in return. This reserve is insulting, sophomoric, simplistic, and off putting to me, and presumably any guy who would like
to take their part as a parent-to-be seriously. Please, don't be drawn in by the graphic cover and dumbed down title. The
writing design is trying so hard to be "cool" and funny. Every web page assumes that you will be ignorant to the point
that it is insulting. There is small to no scientific information here. There is little to no fine detail on anything presented.
An excellent husband won't want this. This book might be relevant to you if you want to find out that you can't go to the
bar as very much and could have to switch off a football video game after having a kid.Seriously, I browse the entire
thing. Fun, mostly helpful book I bought this book to tell my hubby I was pregnant. If you are reading this and presently
expecting, congratulations! For Frat Males by a Good Intentioned Father It is conceivable that someone would find this
useful, but also for today's, thinking man, this comes across as pandering. Instead, look for a drunken frat buddy --
ideally one who is a failed comic. I was pleased to have a reserve written by a guy for men. There's a lot of points that to-
be dad's have no idea, and this way of approaching worked great for me. I did so not read the reserve myself so please
contemplate that truth while assessing my 2 superstar review which is completely predicated on the feed back from the
hubby. I am sure the author is a wonderful father, and I am hoping that this book gets to others to whom it will be more
meaningful than it was to me. I regret that I'll not have the ability to recommend this volume. Expecting dads who read
this book should probably really enjoy sports. No problems. Easy read
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